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Conclusion and discussion

Entrepreneurial
This study has indicated leadership, strategy, and culture are

Philanthropy Partnerships

connected to accomplish alignment in the EPP between a PH and
an SE, which may create a road map how to achieve the desired
societal change by maximising alignment enablers and minimising
inhibitors. In combination with previous findings it is expected that
alignment may be beneficial for an effective partnership because
it has been established that weak alignment can cause confusion
or conflict. The presented alignment gap in the development of
philanthropy partnerships may also be addressed by the proposed
theoretical EPAM.
Additionally, the existence of vibrant EPPs is increasingly being
viewed not as a luxury, but as a necessity in many places across
the globe. The intent is to discover the drivers of alignment in
partnerships and provide a method to assist entrepreneurs and
non-profit organisations in this dynamic environment to create a
greater impact of philanthropy. This journey will continue with
both a quantitative and a qualitative research study of the EPAM
conducted in The Netherlands.
A version of this chapter has been published as: Rath, J.H., & Schuyt, T.N.M.
(2017). Bridging the Gap: Development of the Entrepreneurial Philanthropy
Alignment Model. International Journal of Marketing Studies, 9(2), 1-11.
Doi:10.5539/ijms.v9n2p1

Aligning Leadership,
Strategy, and Culture

Entrepreneurial Philanthropy
Partnerships
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1		 Abstract

There is increasing recognition that an entrepre-

As part of theory-building, methodological expert intuition through

neurial philanthropy partnership (EPP) has become

observation feedback and iteration were also applied to create a

a modus operandi for philanthropreneurs and senior
executives of non-profit organisations, aligning their
interactions according to societal expectations.

workable professional proceeding. Preliminary evidence was drawn
from the discussions in this article and the findings aim to give
future entrepreneurial philanthropy partnerships more guidance
on conditions that might encourage or impede its concept. The
model may inform continuing theory building and practical

While these partnerships offer many advantages in

experimentation to refine defining the amplitude of partnership

principle, there is little consensus by academics and

practice, and to enhance the responsiveness to partners’

practitioners on what it presents for action,
and its practice varies. The purpose of this article is
to address the characteristics of EPPs that are
associated with its establishment and with
maintaining the continuous dialogue of tacit and
explicit know-how. The entrepreneurial idealism
seems grounded in the alignment paradigm, which
is further developed as an expression of various
management processes to increase the accomplishment of a partnership. Therefore, a theoretical
Entrepreneurial Philanthropy Alignment Model has
been developed and is empirically tested in the
context of existing EPPs in The Netherlands.
A qualitative methodology using semi-structured
interviews was used to investigate a population of
twenty experts.

expectations of an EPP.
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Introduction

In today’s increasingly complex world, both non-profits and

it is at the expense of the partnership’s societal interests (Berger

companies compete for the attention of many stakeholders like

et al., 2004). The goal of the research reported in this paper is to

investors, donors, customers, suppliers, civil servants, communities

explore and understand a developed theoretical Entrepreneurial

and employees. Both make strategic decisions about the level and

Philanthropy Alignment Model (EPAM) in its daily practice among

nature of (financial) resources they will devote to reach their goals.

Dutch senior executives of non-profit organisations and their

The formation of an EPP between them can be seen as a pursuit

entrepreneurial business partners.

of opposite attracting forces to tackle pressing societal issues that
exceed the coping capacities of the individual actors (Maclean et
al., 2012). It has been argued there are specific conditions under
which a robust partnership is likely to emerge (Mohr & Spekman,
1994). Engaged philanthropreneurs (PHs) may not have the
fundamental motivation, legitimacy, access or expertise to tackle
these societal issues alone, while the senior executives (SEs) of
non-profit organisations may lack the desired budget, knowledge
or operational efficiency. Therefore, many non-profits view an
EPP as a necessary strategy to co-create shared value (Austin
& Seitanidi, 2014), especially since a retreating government and
a growing competition for financial resources within the sector
generates external pressures for non-profit organisations (Young,
2000). In addition, many non-profits look to EPPs in the belief
that market based revenues can be easier to grow and more
resilient than traditional philanthropic funding (Dees, 1998). The
drive to become more entrepreneurial-oriented, however, may
hold some dangers for non-profits. In the best circumstances,
non-profits might face operational and cultural challenges in
the pursuit of entrepreneurial philanthropy. In the worst, such a
drive can undercut an organisation’s social mission (Shaw et al.,
2013). Despite all restrictions, the sustainable solving of complex
societal problems calls for innovative cross-sector partnerships
that combines the expertise and resources of several sectors
(Stadtler, 2011). These partnerships provide an interesting setting
in which to explore how societal efforts in companies are managed
in the crossfire of societal and economic interests, since any
misalignment may provoke negative feedback from the partners if
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Central question

An EPP can be described as a purposive strategic arrangement

was developed to provide a better insight into the establishment of

between a PH and an SE who share agreed goals, acknowledge

EPPs, as a partnership between a PH and an SE seem to be a complex

mutual business principles and a strive for mutual -but different-

paradox, involving individuals interacting at many organisational

sustainable returns. Such an EPP can be attractive to produce

levels within the partners’ organisations (Drucker, 2006). The

societal, organisational, and/or individual impact, whereas the

theoretical model enables to ask PHs and SEs compelling questions

distribution of benefits depends on the cognitive frames held by

and determine key decision points, to understand their roles more

the partnership participants. Despite the growing interest of both

effectively, and to improve the establishment of an EPP. Specific

PHs and SEs in these partnerships, there are indications there is

domains were explored because they might provide indicators for

some resistance to installing and maintaining them (Mitchell &

the development of alignment, since in the process of partnering

Sparke, 2016). The potential for a realised societal change through

achieving alignment seems to be a concern for both the PHs and SEs

EPPs does not come without risk since research has shown that

involved (Murphy & Bendell, 1999).

the traditional intercompany partnerships have a modest 50%
success rate (Gonzalez, 2001). Partnerships convey the impression

The EPAM includes three distinctive domains and a series of indicators

of failure due to the confusion of tongues that might result in

which suggest a program to alignment that indicates to be a road

insufficient leadership commitment, lack of a formal strategy, and

map for establishing an EPP (Rath & Schuyt, 2017). Essentially, a

a cultural mismatch (Weiss et al., 2002). These hurdles can be

practical understanding of the EPP process will focus on its societal

further exacerbated in EPPs by complications such as undefined

impact objectives, these objectives can lead to further learning

roles and responsibilities, poorly aligned capabilities, and hidden

and strategic action, what might deepen an understanding of the

cultural differences. A structured approach to managing these risks

partnership processes involved (Patton et al., 2015). This circle of

seems essential, given the large investment of time and resources

practice is what makes a theoretical model constructive and makes

required to effectively manage EPP. Prescriptions for the formation

an EPP effectively theory-based. Consequently, the primary research

of such EPPs often overlook the drawbacks of such relationships

question is formulated as follows: Can the EPAM determine whether

in the longer term and tend to conflate partnership processes

or not an EPP between an philanthropreneur (and his/her company),

with partnership outcomes. What causes this? To answer this

and the senior executive of a non-profit will be established? The

question it requires an understanding of an EPP as a cross-cultural

secondary research questions focus on several characteristics of

phenomenon, rather than as a modern management technique.

the model. The interaction between the defined domains indicates
that the information needed to assess expected partnership value

The ability of both PHs and SEs to develop the required attitude,

is dispersed throughout the partnership organisation and may be

and a mutual understanding to build an EPP was theoretically

difficult to aggregate in a meaningful way (Demetriou et. al, 2006).

modelled by Rath and Schuyt in 2017 as theoretical ‘Entrepreneurial

This article examines the theory-practice connection at the level

Philanthropy Alignment Model’ (Figure 5.2.). The EPAM is based

of an EPP, whereas the theoretical EPAM is to guide the research

on management theory and an observational view of the attitude

systematically and comprehensively to examine how alignment

and behaviour of both PHs and SEs in the process of partnering

between strategic rhetoric and practical reality leads to for-profit

(Vicere, 2010; Kaplan & Norton, 2006; Parmentier 2010). The model

and non-profit partnership opportunities.
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Model and hypotheses

Primary Research Question
Can the EPAM determine whether or not an EPP between a philanthropreneur (and his company) and the
senior executive of a non-profit will be established?
Secondary Research
Question 1
To what extent does an EPP
between the PH and the SE
of a non-profit organisation
develops through leadership?

Secondary Research
Question 2
To what extent is strategy a
guiding principle for an EPP
between the PH and the SE of
a non-profit, and is culture its
supercharger?

Secondary Research
Question 3
To what extent does the
importance of alignment
determine the creation of
an EPP between the PH and
the SE of a non-profit?

Hypothesis 1
There is a positive correlation
between the indicators of
leadership at both partners.

The theoretical EPAM is a continuation of studies performed
by Rath and Schuyt, who thought about how these EPPs might
develop over time. The defined research questions will be
operationalised through a set of seven hypotheses, that specify
the assumed relationships between the selected domains and
indicators as independent variables. Similarly, the selected
intermediating variable of alignment is used to contextualise its
influence on the data studied. The constructs are explained and
placed in relation to the theoretical EPAM. An overview of the
relationships between the defined research questions and the
hypotheses are illustrated in Figure 6.1.

Hypothesis 2
There is a positive correlation
between the indicators of
strategy at both partners.

The seven hypotheses were qualitatively tested in The Netherlands
among the leaders of non-profit organisations and their entrepreneurial partners, as dimensions of importance whether or not
to establish an EPP.

Hypothesis 3
There is a positive correlation
between the indicators of
culture at both partners.
Hypothesis 4
There is a positive correlation
between the importance of
alignment and leadership in
an EPP
Hypothesis 5
Alignment in an EPP varies according to what extent the
strategy is guiding the partnership.
Hypothesis 6
Alignment in an EPP varies according to what extent the
culture is supercharging the partnership.
Hypothesis 7
The importance of the intermediating variable alignment explains the establishment of the entrepreneurial philanthropy partnership.

Figure 6.1 Overview of the hypotheses in relation to the research questions
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Methodology
The proposed methodology relies on qualitative research tech-

principles. A personal typology of each executive was made,

niques to gather organisational behaviour knowledge about

based on their own perspectives on leadership (Trevisiani, 2016),

the development of an EPP. Qualitative methodology seems an

strategy (Mintzberg, 1987) and culture (Handy, 1993). The results

appropriate strategy because empirical research in this area is

are documented as Data 6.2. The questionnaire (Data 6.3)

at an early stage, the occurrence is complex and an EPP is likely

consisted of 49 items which were obtained from the literature

to have both economic and symbolic components that may be

review (Rath & Schuyt, 2015), and qualitative testing of the

difficult to capture with other methodologies (Siltaoja, 2006). In

indicators among EPP experience experts (Rath & Schuyt, 2015).

order to develop a structured, strategic approach to successfully

The selected indicators and were grouped into themes around

engaging partners, representatives from organisations that

leadership, incorporating partnerships into the organisation’s

exhibit partnership practices were selected. The sampling frame

strategy, communicating the cultural values of engaging the staff,

consisted of 481 non-profit organisations registered at the Dutch

and the process of alignment. The data derived from the interviews

Central Bureau on Fundraising (Centraal Bureau Fondsenwerving)

were used to identify the relative importance of each of the three

and candidates for interview were identified through research

domains: leadership, strategy, and culture and what their effect

and discussions with opinion leaders of the sector. Within the

was on the process of alignment within the partnership.

research sample, a selection was made of senior executives of
non-profit organisations that already have experience with EPPs.

One problem with the qualitative approach is that the results

To investigate a small population of expert opinions, purposive

consist of non-standardised data, which require the researcher

sampling was used based on the selection of information-rich

to classify them into speciﬁc categories for meaningful analysis,

cases through maximum-variation sampling, to act as a validation

and can only be conducted using conceptualisation (Saunders

of expertise and therefore improves content validity. The sample

et. al, 2000). The concept of mixed methods research has been

includes variations in societal category, budget, and level of

carried out, where explicitly the qualitative and quantitative

experience with partnerships. Ten senior executives of non-profit

aspects of study were combined (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004).

organisations were interviewed, who were also willing to give an

The limited number of observations will ultimately dictate the

introduction to the responsible philanthropreneur/senior executive

statistical procedures to be used in processing the data, whereby,

of one of their EPPs. In total, the 20 interviewees were partnership

based on the context of this pilot study and the concern of not

leads with first-hand knowledge of their organisation’s partnering

being able not to measure interesting indications, the level of 10%

activities (Data 6.1).

significance was chosen (Stigler, 2008). The data will therefore
have more meaning once interpreted according to the applicable

The data were collected by means of a series of semi-structured

Likert scale for this study, to determine a certain strength of

interviews designed to systematically capture the embedded

attitude or behaviour. Respondents were required to indicate the

knowledge of the partnership from two types of key informants,

degree of importance of each of a series of statements about the

SEs from non-profit organisations and PHs. The non-profit

selected indicators within the three domains. The measurement

executives provided a context as ‘human-change agents’ while the

by the researcher contains five response categories for each

business executives provided a context from their entrepreneurial

scale item ranging from ‘very important’ to ‘not important’, to
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understanding the EPP world and so constructing the methodology.

values. In ordered logistic regression, the dependent variable has

To examine the answer of each statement, a closed-ended question

only a limited number of ordinal, positive possible values (Mood,

was asked whether the described process was officially formalised

2010). Therefore, the statistical technique implemented for this

within the organisation of the partnership process. The Likert-

study was the ordered logistic regression used to estimate the

scale methodology was best suited to analysing and interpreting

probability distribution of partnership outcome and served to

these data, as it aimed to establish the highest and lowest scores

determine the EPAM. The output not only provided input for the

assigned to the variables by the respondents in terms of the

rating of the domains but quantified the uncertainty surrounding

importance and effectiveness of their leadership, strategy, and

the measure by providing the variance of the distribution as

culture, and how important they felt these were for the process

well. The interpretations of probability and the odds that derive

of alignment. Control questions were included to determine if

from this model seem somewhat intuitive, and ordered logistic

the opinion of the interviewees was confirmed by an operational

regression allows nonlinear relationships between independent

management policy.

and dependent variables. The ordered logistic model seems a
valuable predictor of the relations in the dataset, although the

As part of theory-building, also methodological expert intuition

number of observations was relatively small. Validation also

through observation, feedback, and iteration were required for

demonstrated that the ordered logistic model was accurate in

valid methods of investigation to create a workable professional

evaluating the various hypothesis, and gave insights in determining

practice (Kahneman & Klein, 2009). The cognition found might be

the intermediating factor of alignment. The applied linear

context-sensitive because it consists of responsiveness to multiple

regression estimators are more effective than those obtained by

possibilities for action provided by surroundings. Therefore, the

an equation-by-equation application (Hayes & Montoya, 2017). This

expert intuition can improve the decision making process what

might be adequate when the independent variables in the diverse

might be important when there’s restricted evidence for upfront

comparisons are not highly correlated, and if disturbance terms

research decisions that relies on theoretical evaluation. From this

are indeed highly correlated, by which all regression equation

perspective, three independent domains (leadership, strategy and

coefficient vectors seem equal.

culture) and the intermediating variable (alignment) related to a
qualitative dependent variable (EPP), which may or may not be

Some of the hypothesis however, are not a formal causation

qualitative, are used to produce multivariate analogues (Data 6.4).

therefore, correlations between the PHs and the SEs for the

The dependent variable in the analysis measures whether a PH

subjects in the hypothesis were studied and calculated with the

and an SE will reach an EPP though the alignment process of their

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. This statistical test is a

leadership, strategy and culture.

nonparametric measure of the strength and direction of association
that exists between two variables measured in an ordinal scale, and

The collected data were modelled using linear- and ordered logistic

is used for ordinal variables that has failed the assumptions

regression, because both methods will yield similar, though not

necessary for conducting the Pearson’s correlation. It is also worth

identical, inferences. In linear regression, the dependent variable is

noting that a Spearman’s correlation is also not very sensitive to

continuous and can have any one of an infinite number of possible

outliers, what means that valid results can be obtained from using
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6

Results

this test in the situation there are outliers in the data. Although

This study contains a theoretical model EPAM, a series of tentative

measures of interpretation relating to texts differ from those of

hypotheses, a sample of data, and the goal of learning about the

statistical analysis, because of the various data used and questions

phenomena from practical EPP observations. The data used to

to be answered, the underlying assumptions are much identical. An

investigate the hypotheses is to motivate the analysis of each of the

intuitively meaningful expert understanding makes it possible to

statistical models presented. This linkage between the process that

communicate better about the research results and to comprehend

is thought to have generated the data and the statistical model, is

and critically evaluate the conclusions. This approach also

progressed from investigating the possibilities for determining the

determined a certain distance, which indicated the gaps between

location and scale parameters for a population from a sample of

respondents’ perceptions of the current state and patterns of their

observations, to investigating a complex simultaneous system of

behaviour in leadership, strategy and culture, and the relative

structural equations under general stochastic assumptions.

importance of such behaviour for the effects of alignment in the
partnership. An EPP seems a dynamic process evolving over time,
and like any relationship it takes much time to evolve (Austin &

6.1 Indicators of leadership
The first objective was to identify correlations between the

Seitanidi, 2012). The analysis presented concentrates on information

indicators of leadership at PHs and SEs, in order to accomplish the

contained from the interviews and has been guided by the

aimed EPP. This objective led to the development of hypothesis 1:

theoretical model relating to entrepreneurial philanthropy

There is a positive correlation between the indicators of leadership

partnership.

at both partners. In this hypothesis the context is not a formal
causation; therefore only the correlations between the PHs and the
SEs for the subjects in the hypothesis were studied and calculated.
The importance of each indicator of leadership was measured on a
Spearman’s rank correlation, and suggested the following
correlations (Table 6.7):
— Importance of an instant ‘click’ (Q1): No significant correlation;
—	Importance of a mutual background (Q3): No significant
correlation;
—	Importance of shared personal core value (Q5): No significant
correlation;
—	Importance of mutual mission and vision (Q7): No significant
correlation;
— Importance of effects of prestige (Q9): Significant correlation.
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The correlations of the importance of the indicators of leadership

together’, PH10. The correlations provided are possible evidence of

in an EPP revealed that there were no significant correlations

what can be described as good practice within the partners of an

between four of five indicators; thereby, little evidence was found

EPP. Consistency in the answers also revealed that several of these

that hypothesis 1 was supported by the results. However, there

partnerships that were researched had never created conditions to

was a positive correlation in the effects of prestige, illustrating

formalise the partnership’s vison and mission and therefore seemed

that what a PH indicates the effects of prestige as important, the

a weak predictor in this model. It has been argued both partners

SE has a mutual opinion and vice versa. The other four indicators

faced a complex partnership challenge regarding the necessity

seemed to be weak predictors of how leadership effects the EPP,

of connecting and integrating two important yet conflicting

but the implications were not straightforward. It was reasonable

forces: diversity and interdependence, reflecting the constant

to assume that these correlations of leadership indicators were

tension between the self and others (Oliver, 1990). In this dynamic

invisible due to the relative small number of observations analysed.

interaction, it was believed increasingly essential to establish an

In the context of this paper, the following questions assisted in

EPP to foster change by understanding the effects of high quality

demonstrating the formulation of hypothesis 1:

connections and to have much patience along the partnership

—	Was there an instant ‘click’ (Q2) - Sixteen out of 20 respondents
responded with ‘Yes’;
—	Was there a mutual background (Q4) - Seventeen out of 20
respondents answered with ‘No’;
—	Are there shared personal core values (Q6) - Fifteen out of 20
respondents answered with ‘Yes’;
—	Is there a mutual mission and vision (Q8) - Sixteen out of 20
respondents responded with ‘No’;
—	Are there effects of prestige (Q10) - Ten out of 20 respondents
answered with ‘Yes’.

process to address the mutual ambition to solve complex societal
problems. Each of the leaders work with and influence different
teams and different individuals, having no predetermined methods,
and their leadership in an EPP should maintain that outsider’s
perspective (Suen, 2005). This ‘insider-outsider perspective’
requires a culture of coordination and inclusion and helps PHs and
SEs to explore new routes to an effective EPP. Leadership should
foster this culture through endorsing partnering as an organisationwide priority and by promoting a solutions-seeking mentality (Day
& Antonakis, 2012). Creating societal change and demonstrate
the prestige derived from it to stakeholders in the civil society

The results of the correlations between the indicators of leadership

seems to mean taking leadership and releasing initiative, driving

in an EPP emphasised leadership as activity and interaction at the

and motivating the staff to create an atmosphere of cooperation.

board level of an EPP, and indicated one single interaction, the

It concerns relinquishing the desire to control and, allowing the

personal ‘click’ as very important to mobilising jointly an ambitious

strengthening influence of the for-profit world to be felt, without

societal effort, next to the perception for what personal core values

distracting from the substantive qualities of the non-profit world:

stand. The correlations suggested that these indicators, including

‘Leadership is not something you do to people, it’s something you

the effects of prestige, are influenced by the beliefs, attitudes and

do with people. I see leadership actually as a form of partnership’,

actions of both partners when they have the ambition to establish

SE13. It is suggested that most leadership indicators are important

an EPP: ‘I think leadership is the driver, the personal match and

dimensions when prioritising the cooperation of EPs and SEs,

the personal core values are the glue that binds the organisations

even when the transformational considerations of an EPP should
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be forgotten. On a more conceptual level, the indicators and

is a wide variety in the form and nature of strategies within these

associations with other variables here presented can be used to

EPPs. The PHs tend to focus on the structure and formality of

identify linking patterns of leadership for the establishment of EPPs.

strategic activities and call for a balance of transparent financial
and non-financial information to support the strategic processes,

6.2 Indicators of strategy

while a large number of SEs specifically concentrates on the use

The objective here was to identify correlations between the

of strategic information regarding the implementation of their

indicators of strategy at PHs and SEs in order to establish the

mission, following their own moral compass (Babiak & Thibault,

aimed EPP. This objective led to the formation of hypothesis 2:

2007): ‘I often let my strategy guide the partnership process, to

There is a positive correlation between the indicators of strategy

have powerful conversations with the non-profit partners so that

at both partners. In this hypothesis, the context is not a formal

they can be clear about what they are hoping to gain in society

causation; therefore, only the correlations between the PHs

and what they have to offer, but I learned to adapt alternative

and the SEs for the subjects in the hypothesis were studied and

strategies because circumstances always tend to change’, PH12.

calculated. The importance of each indicator of strategy was

It was noted that most interviewees saw their EPP as strategically

measured on a Spearman’s rank correlation, and suggested the

critical to their own organisation. Unsuccessful partnerships fritter

following correlations (Table 6.7):

away time and can damage relationships, which ultimately lead

—	Importance of the strict use of internal procedures in partnership
(Q15): Significant correlation;
—	Importance of measuring the social return on investment (Q17):
Significant correlation;

to the loss of reputation, people and money. PHs and SEs suggest
engaging with and shaping initial strategies in order to understand
and can take moral ownership of the program objectives. Both
partners want to experience that the benefits of their relationship

— Importance of having an exit (Q19): No significant correlation;

are reciprocal (Rumsey & White, 2009). Collaboration within an

—	importance of transparency in budget control (Q21): There was

EPP should be cooperative; it is expected to be effective if both

insufficient variation in the data (this indicator was very /

partners pursue related objectives, share a common strategy, and

important to all interviewees) to determine a correlation;

are comparable members in the EPP organisation. Strategy in this

—	importance of having an inner moral compass (Q23): There was

context is not a ‘where to’ it is also a ‘how to’ and therefore seems

insufficient variation in the data (this indicator was very /

to represent a manner in which to guide EPP aspirations that are

important to all interviewees) to determine a correlation.

based on a combination of indicators, and dialogue amongst PHs
and SEs: ‘Communicating the iterative strategy process along the

The answers to the questions provide evidence to support

way helps to keep up momentum and will increase support within

hypothesis 2, which was therefore unable to be rejected. This

both organisations – I have also seen it keeps spirits up when times

study identified support for normative societal ideals within the

get tough, which they always will, at some point’, SE17. An EPP

investigated EPPs; however, organisational particularity also

appears to be a challenging way for PHs to share a compatible

pervaded the deployment of strategic information. Therefore, EPP

strategy to balance their economic and symbolic goals with the

strategy development appears to be an iterative process, involving

partnership’s societal interests, while SEs are confronted with how

continual assessment and refinement. It has been argued there

they can strike a balance between their mission and the shared
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partnership goals. The notion of ownership among PHs and SEs is

between any of the variables; therefore hypothesis 3 was rejected.

often used in this situation to describe the emotional binding of

These results indicate that a common perspective of the culture

both partner organisations and all the staff involved, therefore an

of a partnership can be an important predictor of its engagement

EPP should be able to bring together different groups of talented

in a feasible EPP. Both partners must create a management

people in cooperative action as well as in cooperative efforts to

style that enforce cultural beliefs, which must lead partnership

effect a measurable social return on investment. The achievement

team members to proactively take decisive action to achieve

of the selected strategy suggests a critical dependence on the

specific results (Schein, 2010). It was mentioned that focused

leadership qualities of the involved PHs and SEs.

communication to engage the partnership staff about the desired
changes in the culture, was a good practice to create alignment

6.3 Indicators of culture

in an EPP: ‘Most people hate change, yet I do know it is the only

The third objective was to identify correlations between the

thing that can establish a promising partnership with a non-profit’,

indicators of culture at PHs and SEs in order to establish the aimed

PH18. Initiating and operating an EPP may be a subtle activity

EPP. Hypothesis 3 derived therefrom is as follows: There is a positive

requiring a leadership style that is comprehensive and can work

correlation between the indicators of culture at both partners. In

with different cultures in varying organisations, addressing their

this hypothesis the context is also not a formal causation; therefore,

questions. Expecting an EPP to have integrated its two cultures,

only the correlations between the PHs and the SEs for the subjects

and their various subcultures within a brief time-frame seems,

in the hypothesis were studied and calculated. The importance of

however, unrealistic. Making such partnerships more sustainable

each indicator of culture was measured using the Spearman’s rank

often depends on whether the partners’ cultures have the learning

correlation coefficient (Table 6.7):

capacity to bridge their differences and to integrate (Connor &

—	Importance of correlated management styles (Q30): No significant
correlation
—	Importance of how prepared and able employees are for change
(Q32) - No significant correlation
—	Importance of stimulating the effort of employees (Q34) - No
significant correlation
—	Importance of learning capacity employees (Q36): No significant
correlation
—	Importance of stimulating knowledge sharing (Q38): No significant
correlation
—	Importance of gaining an understanding of each other (Q40): No
significant correlation

Clawson, 2004). It has been argued that aligning cultures require
the expenditure of much time and energy in understanding each
other, regarding what each partner is supposed to be doing
and why. This is interdependent with both the rational and
emotional buy-in to the shared societal vision. As the main task of
partnerships is to identify ways in which organisations – with their
different tasks, responsibilities and approaches – can co-operate
in dynamic societies, it has been said that it is essential to adopt
a culture of working accordingly to supercharge the partnership.
Thus, a stable framework is necessary; in contrast, a certain
degree of flexibility is required to allow for necessary changes and
adjustments: ‘Successful partnerships with companies are founded

on mutual culture and commitment, and agreed upon principles.
The results of the correlations between the indicators of culture

They evolve over time as circumstances change. Therefore I

supported the paradigm that there are no significant correlations

always say: take your time, always be patient, and celebrate your
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—	The mutual background (Q4) had a significant negative effect. If

require, first and foremost, a deep understanding of cultures, and,

the interviewees indicated that there was a ‘mutual background,’

second, an ability to pragmatically apply that understanding. In

then they recognised alignment as less important;

addition, it has been stated that ongoing internal communication

—	The shared personal core values (Q5) only had a positive effect

and dialogue is required among the partners for there to be a

with ordered logistic regression. If the interviewees indicated that

maximum knowledge sharing by all involved. Relatedly, there

they considered ‘shared personal core values’ as important, then

were questions of what to communicate about an EPP to external

they found alignment important as well.

stakeholders. It was mentioned that this could breed loyalty, help
to improve the partnership reputation and thus benefit the societal

Questions 11, 4 and 5 revealed an effect; therefore, hypothesis 4

impact. However, it was also emphasised that it was better to first

was unable to be rejected. Managing the alignment process may

obtain results, rather than to communicate about them. This had

be an important leadership function, as it begins with the PHs and

encouraged different EPPs to have a policy of very limited external

SEs and cascades with patience through multi-tier alignments at

communication.

succeeding staff levels. Alignment conserves a great amount of
time and energy by confirming to all involved in the EPP process

6.4 Leadership, alignment and partnership

what they are supposed to be doing and why. This depends on both

The objective here was to develop a leadership driven approach to

the rational and emotional buy-in to the mutual backgrounds of

EPPs, to make both partners individually effective, and collectively

the parties involved. The result indicates that a mutual background

cohesive, so that they experience the importance of alignment

may be a predictor of the importance of alignment in the

in achieving the desired partnership. This objective led to the

partnership process. The various leadership typologies (Data 6.2)

development of hypothesis 4: There is a positive correlation

did not influence the outcome, indicating that most interviewees

between the importance of alignment and leadership in an EPP.

were convinced that alignment is an integral part of the partnering

Using ordered logistic regression and linear regression, the

process. EPPs seem to be complex entities; however, as with all

effects of the following leadership variables on the importance of

relationships, they are vulnerable and subject to fallibility. When

alignment were analysed (Table 6.1, 6.2, 6.8, 6.9):

interviewees were asked to articulate their vision of these EPPs,

— Importance of leadership in the partnership process (Q11);

their answers, in some ways, resembled a description of marriage:

— Leadership perspective in partnerships (Q1 to 9);

It requires a great number of shared values, trust and strong

—	Relative importance of leadership, strategy and culture in

commitment in order to create and maintain a balanced, enduring

partnerships (Q48);
— Type of leadership (Data 6.2).

partnership. It therefore appears crucial for potential partners
to be as patient as possible with one another before signing off
on a deal. EPPs have the potential to work only when the parties

The measured results suggested the following effects:

involved complement one another well, and all partners have

—	The importance of leadership (Q11) had significant positive effect.

something unique to bring to the table; something that enables

If the interviewees indicated leadership in the partnership to be

them to build on and play off each other’s strengths (Seitanidi &

important, they also judged alignment as important;

Crane, 2008). When focusing on the societal impact, interviewees
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generally articulated a desire to motivate and encourage the

the entire alignment process: ‘You sometimes want a partnership

partnership members to reach high levels of achievement; they

with a non-profit so badly that you ruin it before it has even

approached the partnership with creativity and developed levels

started. Therefore, patience is not simply the ability to wait during

of understanding in the context of effective teamwork. The

the partnership process, it is how I am successful to align while

leadership was viewed as comprising alignment of two interrelated

waiting’, PH11. It has previously been stated that the key ingredient

areas, strategy and culture which have a powerful effect on the

for the EPP recipe is patience. Patience is a virtue that cannot

motivation, self-confidence, self-efficacy, and performance, of

be underestimated; it is the ability to wait calmly in the face of

others (Maximilian, 2006). PHs and SEs may identify the imperative

frustration or adversity. To be patient can significantly increases

of promoting greater cross-sector partnerships, or even direct that

the impact of the EPP and it is vital in establishing compelling

these should occur. They align people and events by what they

personal motivations for the envisaged partnership. The findings

say and do, and indirectly by implementing or modifying relevant

indicate that nothing guarantees EPP failure more than a lack

programmes, systems and structures (Yukl, 2009). Fundamental to

of alignment among the partners. Conversely, when alignment

the partnership’s development, in all contexts, is the ability of both

does exist, the EPP leadership team will invest more of their time,

the PH and the SE to fully engage staff members, and those with

talents and energy into meeting the formulated goals.

whom the EPP interacts: ‘My reputation is on the line. I’m afraid

I will look really stupid if I can’t build a philanthropic partnership.

6.5 Strategy, alignment and partnership

I tried out different approaches to motivate my staff, but nothing

The objective examined in this chapter was to establish a sound

seems to work. I need much more patience and persuasiveness

basis for the strategy of EPPs, to guide them by aligning the

than expected’, SE12. It was noticed that this research reinforced

known strengths of the partners and to address areas where

the view that leadership involves identifying, establishing, and

improvements are required to create a greater beneficial societal

maintaining beneficial relationships between the partnership

value. This objective led to the development of hypothesis 5:

organisation, on whom its accomplishment or defeat depends

Alignment in entrepreneurial philanthropy varies according to

(Puth, 2002). However, PHs and SEs seemed unaware of their

what extent the strategy is guiding the partnership. With ordered

personal impact and judged themselves by their intentions and

logistic regression and linear regression, the effect of the following

everyone else by their actions. Their leadership style provided an

strategy variables was analysed regarding the importance of

understandable link between leadership and EPP performance. It

alignment (Table 6.3, 6.4, 6.8, 6.9):

focused squarely on partnership impact, as opposed to personality

— Importance of strategy in the partnership process (Q25);

or behaviour. When it came to reflecting on their own vision, values

— Strategy perspective (Q15 to 24);

and ambition in civil society, they created a more empowering

—	Relative importance of leadership, strategy, and culture in

context for their EPP journeys and were more able to accomplish
their own leadership potential (Alban‐Metcalfe & Alimo‐Metcalfe,
2010). An EPP seems unsustainable with a fear-driven mindset
since the PH and the SE may re-imagine what they are doing in a
positive context in order to sustain energy and effort throughout

partnerships (Q48);
— Type of strategy (Data 6.2).
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you start, you should always share from the beginning your ideas
about an exit, because I notice once you do realise that it doesn’t

effect. If an interviewee considered it important to measure the (S)

work, you have to take determined action right away’, PH14.

ROI, then she/he found alignment important;

Consequently, mutual understanding about the scale of ambition

—	The importance of an exit (Q20) had a significant positive effect. If

is not an organic outcome; it is achieved purposefully, usually

an interviewee indicates that an opportunity for an exit had been

as the result of a company need or societal driver that prompts

formulated, then she/he found alignment more important;

potential partners to take deliberate action to satisfy that need.

— The importance of the domains (Q48) had a significant positive

From this perspective, the emergence of outcome-based funding

effect. If an interviewee indicated ‘strategy’ to be the most

is advancing the alignment of funding with shared strategic goals.

important, he found alignment less important, compared to

It has been stressed that the strategy process appears not to be

someone who considered ‘leadership’ or ‘culture’ to be the most

linear and rigid, but rather ﬂexible and repetitive, and there is

important domain.

considerable overlap between one stage and another (Sargeant
& Jay, 2014). Hence, personal and collective judgements seem

Questions 17, 20 and 48 supported hypothesis 5, which therefore

crucial as an ongoing issue that stimulates multidirectional

was unable to be rejected. It has previously been suggested that

dialogue. This strategy is intended both to create awareness

both partners seek to gather information about the actual, or

for those involved in the partnership work, and as a means of

potential, societal impacts of the EPP. However, the interviewees

increasing its societal returns. It has been argued that the EPPs

stressed that this information is often difficult to collect, leaving

should not be seen as impediments to earnings, but as investments

the partners unable to track or express the value of their

in a long-term development that can bring societal value to

cooperation. Therefore, aligning the impact of the EPP requires a

both the company and the non-profit with quality engagement

disproportionate amount of time, energy and investment from PHs

and fully-galvanised contributions. However, a strategy does

and SEs. It has also been recognised, with some hesitation, that

not always produce societal value, as partners may sometimes

defining a graceful exit from the early beginning, well-matched to

decide upon sub-optimal solutions, create new challenges, or

the characteristics of trust and respect of the partnership, would

not solve the initial problems (Bryson et al., 2006). Although the

improve the probability of its success. As non-profits consistently

above-mentioned indicators provide guidance for the EPP, it has

emphasize the fulfilment of their mission, they must have the

been indicated that there is a gap in the selected strategy with

opportunity to apply for alternative partners in the future, to

respect to understanding and communicating what constitutes

build capacity in order to achieve their long-term vision. Similarly

alignment. Generally, the understanding and application of good

entrepreneurial partners desire the option to end the EPP when

EPP principles are based on an inclusive and strategic approach to

the aimed for goals are not reached within the set time-frame.

accelerate purposeful action, engagement and delivery at global,

Although no formal blueprints exists for the process of alignment

regional or local levels. PHs and SEs without a partnership strategy

in the selected EPP strategy, research suggests that several

are frequently at a disadvantage because they lack a framework to

indicators are useful in creating mutual understanding, such as

guide them in decision-making, which can greatly delay the process

the (S)ROI and the risk-taking concept: ‘Whichever partnership

and is frustrating for potential partners. PHs seem dynamic in
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their strategy when creating EPPs with SEs, as they identify new

Hypothesis 6 was formulated as follows: Alignment in entre-

motivations for societal investing and expect the EPP to produce

preneurial philanthropy varies according to what extent the culture

measurable impact that resonate with their core values and mission;

is super-charging the EPP. Using ordered logistic regression and

however, they must work toward gaining a shared understanding

linear regression, the effect of the following culture variables was

of the costs of achieving societal change: ‘Measurement of our

analysed regarding the importance of alignment (Table 6.5, 6.6,

SROI is in my opinion the first step that leads to strategic control,

6.8, 6.9):

and eventually later to improvement’, SE11. There appears to be

— Importance of culture in the EPP process (Q42)

agreement among the partners that a need exists to prioritize

— Culture perspective (Q30 to 41)

alignment with the strategy, and operationalising it into strategic

—	Relative importance of leadership, strategy and culture in EPPs

objectives. However, PHs and SEs need to better align their EPP
strategy to their own operational strategy, as the partnership

(Q48)
— Type of culture (Data 6.2)

builds alignment among and across stakeholders, initiatives, and
interests. This alignment process seems to be the cornerstone:
Bringing a range of partners together to focus on shared goals and
objectives, amplifying the impact of the uniqueness of each partner.
The EPP can create an internal dialogue and debate around evidence,
challenges and policies related to the full continuum of care, and
should encourage alignment of the broadest range of resources and

	The results from this study suggested the following effects of
culture
—	Knowledge sharing (Q39) had a significant positive effect. If an
interviewee indicated that there was a ‘sphere of influence along
with individual knowledge’, he found alignment more important;
—	Understanding each other (Q40) had a significant positive effect.

initiatives to accelerate purposeful action. It has been noticed that

If an interviewee indicated ‘gaining an understanding of each

this discourse depends on the capacity of staff at the various levels

other’ to be important, then she/he considered alignment to be

within the EPP to communicate the strategy that finally determines
the degree of alignment in the organisation. Recognizing this critical

important;
—	The importance of culture (Q42) had a significant positive effect.

value, the EPP can build structures and processes to strengthen

If an interviewee considered culture in the partnership to be

the participation and influence of partners from all elements within

important, then she/he found alignment to be important.

the EPP in order to guide the strategy. This is interesting because
it is a new opportunity to secure a better relationship between the

Questions 39, 40 and 42 support hypothesis 6, which therefore

members of the EPP.

could not be rejected. It was noted that an EPP culture is built
through shared learning and mutual experience, yet shaping the

6.6 Culture, alignment and partnership

ideal culture can be a challenging task that requires a constant

The objective her was to create common ground for a mutually

focus on alignment. In some EPPs the separate values must

beneficial culture in the EPP, to supercharge it by aligning the

be translated into specific behaviours so that the cooperative

strengths of the partners and to address areas in which improvements

behavioural norms can be reached, since aligned cultures tend

are required to create a greater beneficial impact on society.

to have a more engaged workforce. Sometimes interventions
aimed at aligning the values and capabilities of the EPP are
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requirements necessary to continue the partnership. It is here

finalised, successful implementation often depends on the entities’

argued when leading partners and their staff have the same

boards. The establishment of an EPP is not only linked to the

view of the partnership culture, the employee engagement

cultural alignment of both organisations, but also to the PH and

metrics (including satisfaction, commitment, and likelihood of

SE themselves: ‘Just as each organisation has its own culture,

recommending their organisations to others as a great place to

boards have different cultures. Before entering into a formal

work) are markedly higher than those in less aligned cultures.

entrepreneurial philanthropy partnership, therefore I think boards

Ultimately, the true partnership culture will spring from the

should ensure they understand each other’s culture’, SE15. When

people and decisions that are being made, based on the aligned

people are working towards a common societal purpose built on

values (Celep et al., 2016). The objectives of an SE are generally

the foundation of a mutual culture, and with systems and processes

driven by public service, and its primary goal is to leverage the

that are flexible and adaptive, EPPs may reach their full potential

resources available in order to deliver a societal purpose. The PH,

and achieve unprecedented levels of (S)ROI performance. EPPs

however, is not driven by the same primary goal, and its ultimate

that remain flexible are more likely to embrace change and create

responsibility is to its shareholders; therefore, making a profit is

an environment that remains open to communication. This provides

the key consideration. Aligning a purpose culture with a profit

a model that welcomes cultural diversity and helps to clarify

culture is not always easily achievable. The challenge is in bringing

the alignment process. Culture is the self-sustaining patterns of

the two cultures together in a way that it will result in a mutually

behaviours and mindsets that determines how work gets done.

beneficial relationship, which begins with strong leadership and

It is here argued that culture plays a role in EPP-performance;

engagement with the staff involved. The research indicated that

however, most PHs and SEs may struggle to align culture with

when there is a delay in consummating a partnership, this may be

strategy and fully harness this power. Cultural alignment within an

for financial expectations or governance reasons; however, it may

organisation can serve many purposes, including unifying members

also be due to a difference in the cultures of the boards involved

within an organisation and helping create a set of common norms

(Muller et al., 2014). In fact, understanding potentially conflicting

or rules within an organisation that partners can follow (Bennett,

cultures may be an influencing factor in closing and implementing

et al., 2008). A stable culture, one that will systematically align

EPPs: ‘I found out people only understand from their own level of

leadership and strategy, will foster the culture of partnership,

perception, which is not a problem as long as they have the best

teamwork and cooperation among the staff. The responsibilities

understanding of their conflicting differences’, PH17. Effective

of the PH and SE create a clear reality of what the future of the

EPPs depend on the establishment of adequate levels of trust and

EPP holds and assist in building the plans required to meet those

commitment between the non-profit and entrepreneurial partners

realities. Therefore, in EPPs, the power of storytelling is suggested

in order for each partner to achieve complementary but different

to be relevant both for the development of a mutual culture and

objectives (Sanzo et al., 2015). The success of these EPPs creates

for the ability to connect emotionally with the staff involved,

the paradigm of depending on the alignment of the organisations’

since they are searching for context and meaning to navigate the

cultures and it has been suggested, that potential partners should

intense challenges of the current landscape, not in mere facts and

assess and take account of their organisational cultures before

figures. When communicating for example the importance of taking

committing to partnership arrangements. Once the EPP has been

risks, the staff will respond to a story about a risk the board took,
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how they failed and what they learned. This appears to be more

that they may simultaneously create and respond to situations. In

powerful than simply hearing an senior executive of the board

other words, rather than viewing each organisation as a separate,

say, ‘Take risks.’ Storytelling was particularly mentioned, namely

interdependent entity, it can be accepted that together they are

because it helps express the emotion behind a culture, as emotions

providing different influences within the same civil society (Murphy,

may align human behaviour, more than can be achieved using

et al., 2014). Although an organisation may achieve alignment at

common reason. In aligned partnerships, an emotionally engaging

a certain stage, the dynamic nature of EPPs makes this a moving

story develops that has relevance and meaning to every single

target, which is therefore somewhat elusive. The primary task of

member involved.

PHs and SEs is that of consciously aligning the interdependencies
between leadership, strategy, and culture, so the partnership

6.7 Alignment and partnership

will be more sustainable and operate at peak effectiveness. As

The objective here was to discover the effect of the phenomenon

a conceptual roadmap, alignment should be able to navigate

of alignment in the success of EPPs. Hypothesis 7 was derived as

the three domains, which together capture and explain the EPP.

follows: The importance of the intermediating variable alignment

Alignment can be achieved with the help of a series of indicators

explains the success of the EPP. The effect of alignment as an

that claim to objectively deﬁne the phenomenon as a set of given

independent variables was analysed regarding its importance using

relationships, existing in themselves and capable of being grasped

ordered logistic regression and linear regression: The categories

by both non-profits and companies. The civil society expects

of ‘excellent’ and ‘good’ were achieved for question 49 (the rating

an increasing numbers of relationships between non-profits ad

of the partnership). As a consequence, the effect of alignment on

for-profits, and assumes those relationships to be engagement-

the partnership was significant and the interpretation remained

focused, effective, transparent and to have their impact mirrored

virtually identical. The outcomes of ‘excellent’ and ‘good’ both

in the changes that occur (Eikenberry & Kluver, 2004). These

indicated a positive image held of the partnership (Table 6.10).

relationships are not solely based on ﬁnancial transactions; a

The results indicated the following effects:

central role in these relationships are the two organisations

—	The overall importance of alignment had a positive significant
effect on the success of the EPP;
—	If, according to an interviewee alignment was a more important

working closely together to achieve mutual goals (Arenas, et al.
2013). Effective EPPs depend on establishing adequate levels of
trust and commitment between the partner organisations and also

factor in the establishment process of an EPP, then she/he gave

between its leaders, for each of them to achieve complementary

the partnership a higher score.

but differing objectives (Herlin, 2013): ‘Ultimately, if I really want

better societal impact, I need room to evaluate existing efforts,
The overall rating of the partnership (Q49) showed promise

and responsibly experiment with new, innovative partnerships

regarding identifying an effect; therefore hypothesis 7 could not

to move the bar’, SE14. It has previously been reported that an

be rejected. The insight gained about the concept of alignment

alignment issue arises, shown by communication failures due to

when studying the success of EPP relates to the way in which PHs

misunderstandings, when different types of organisations start

and SEs recognise the dynamics of their own organisation as well

cooperating. An universal language might be advantageous and

as that of their partner. This is best summarised by concluding

is both the cause and the result of the alignment process. The
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7

Conclusion and discussion

success seems to depend on the alignment of the organisations’

Given the increasing proliferation of EPPs between PHs and SEs

leadership, strategy and culture to create a strategic fit. It has been

(Gordon et al., 2016, Taylor et al., 2014), the importance of

suggested, that potential partners should consider and assess this

understanding the indicators of relationship formation and its

before committing to EPP arrangements. The alignment should also

alignment cannot be understated. This study was designed to

be secured, because securing it seems to have a transformative

identify whether or not a theoretical EPAM has the ability to explore

impact at a systems level. When EPP went beyond transactional and

the dynamics of the non-profit and for-profit partnership process

was instead transformative, a fundamental change in participation

by testing a number of key indicators derived from the domains

and engagement was noticed. As a result, EPPs are no longer

of leadership, strategy, and culture and its hypothetical effects on

‘things to do’ but were an expression of ‘who I am,’ and became

alignment in EPPs. Preliminary evidence can be drawn from the

a long-term investment that may ultimately help both partners

discussions in this paper and it is aimed that the findings will give

to succeed: ‘I consider partnerships as sustainable when both

the PHs and SEs involved, more guidance on conditions that might

partners recognise that the dynamics of their differences are

encourage (or impede) the concept of an EPP. First, analysis results

also a source of benefits that can lead to organisational learning

revealed that the indicators of leadership and culture are more

and change’, PH16. It is here argued that a constant dialogue may

related with establishing an EPP than the indicators of strategy, but

reduce the risk of EPP failure by providing a structured, strategic

only partial conformation was provided for the prediction that the

approach to the partnering process. Sharing information about

selected indicators of the three domains have a positive correlation

concrete resources such as financing, staffing, and training would

therefore, further weighting of selected indicators is probably needed

illustrate a clear commitment to EPP within an organisation. It

(Hypothesis 1, 2 and 3). Second, the results provided conformation

has been shown that such an alignment-seeking culture promotes

for the prediction that leadership has a positive correlation with

identification of collaborative opportunities and communicates

the process of alignment (Hypothesis 4). Third, alignment is indeed

specific organisational values. Several successful partnering PHs

varying to what extent the culture is supercharging the partnership,

and SEs position themselves as a partner-of-choice to promote new

while strategy is responding in a similar way when guiding the

opportunities. This ensures their partnership portfolio includes a

partnership (Hypothesis 5 and 6). Fourth, the data collected provide

mix of organisations that are aligned with the strategic activities

support that the importance of alignment might explain the dynamic

that best advances their own mission in civil society.

process of establishing an EPP (Hypothesis 7). Overall there was
sufficient evidence to answer the research questions positively.
Therefore, the EPAM suggest to be able to support research
informed practitioners, to make more explicit the interrelationships
across the components of an EPP, by analysing the answers to the
following questions: (a) Is there alignment in the leadership of both
partners? (b) Is there alignment of each other’s culture? (c) Is there
potential partner ‘fit’ regarding the defined partnership objectives?
(d) What impact will be realised by the EPP and will benefit which
organisations, individuals, and/or for the civil society in general?
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On a more conceptual level, the selected indicators and the asso-

would give both partners a better choice of possible outcomes and

ciations with alignment presented in this paper can be used to

stimulates creativity that implies to be relevant in deciding how

identify preferred patterns of leadership, strategy and culture to

to proceed in the EPP planning process. The EPAM is helping to

establish EPPs. The study has indicated a causation on the level

generate and evaluate concrete outcomes, align plans with realistic

of the three domains and verified that focusing on the alignment

implementation of timeframes and budgets, and empower teams

will contribute to a better understanding of the EPP processes

and cultures to accomplish EPP goals.

involved. The recognition that leadership and culture are paramount in determining EPP outcomes has also implications for the

Ultimately, this study may confirm that in EPPs, SEs require to

cooperation especially since the selected strategy is more seen as

focus on their leadership to evaluate contemporary business

an iterative process rather than a straight line, where decisions are

approaches, create a strong partnership culture with their staff,

not easily revocable. Against this background, the demonstrated

and invest in understanding each other’s organisation to accel-

level of importance with indicators of the the EPAM (Figure 6.2)

erates societal impact. The involved PHs contiguous also need an
intentional focus on their social-cognitive leadership attributes,

Domain

Indicators

Road map
Domain

Indicators

Road map
Domain

Indicators

Road map

Leadership

importance
1

- click and background
- personal core values
- mission & vision
- prestige in civil society
Alignment
Culture
- management style
- change readiness
- employee engagement
- learning capacity
- knowledge sharing
- understanding of each other
Alignment
Strategy
- distribution of responsibilities
- (social) return on investment
- acceptance risk taking concept
- transparent budget control
- moral compass
Alignment

+ important o neutral - unimportant
Figure 6.2 Importance of the EPAM indicators and alignment on EPPs

+
+
o
+
+
2
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

to set the non-profit sector on a path towards financial value
creation and societal impact; however, they can enhance their
understanding of the way how they can support non-profits, with
the ultimate goal of improving the philanthropic services introduced
(Shang & Sargeant, 2017). PHs and SEs regularly stated how an
unproductive culture can get in the way of what their partnership
have the capacity and the potential to achieve. Although practice
and theory seem to indicate that focussing on the dynamic strivings
for alignment is beneficial for both partners, the societal impact
measurement of an EPP is still looking for an appropriate metrics
system that monitors the output and outcome, in order to help
the partners to find the right balance for their input. Thereby,

3

an understanding of the phenomenon of alignment and a mutual

o
+
+
o
+
o

commitment to it, has the appearance of being necessary for
developing an EPP, which consumes always substantially more time
than was originally expected. Perhaps the most interesting general
finding of this study is that ‘patience’ seems to be a conditio sine
qua non for the establishment of an EPP, but it has been noted
that patience without strong relational leadership or constructive
partnership culture can harm the partnership establishment
process severely.
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General Conclusion

A growing amount of philanthropic societal achievement has the
potential ability to be produced in EPPs (Seitanidi & Crane, 2013).
Theoretical research of these partnership agreements has given an
initial understanding of the importance of the initial interpersonal
‘click’ to identify partners that share ambitions and values, the
leadership required to ultimately create societal impact, and the
many positive effects of a mutual partnership culture. The data
analysed in the qualitative test delivered preliminary evidence that
the concept of the EPAM may be effective for EPP formation and
cooperation, by developing the required alignment as its effective
road map. What follows is a synthesis of fundamental cross-cutting
themes that reveals a pathway of practice and expertise PHs and
SEs may want to emulate. Notwithstanding the above mentioned
points, there are lacunas within the process of alignment to EPPs
that call for clarification. Further research is needed to adjust the
practice-based indicators with more overarching theoretical EPP
alignment concepts. Nevertheless, this study yield several
promising directions for future research on EPPs.
A version of this chapter has been published as: Rath, J.H. (2018).
Entrepreneurial Philanthropy Partnerships: Aligning Leadership, Strategy, and
Culture. International Journal of Business and Management 13(6), 195-213.
Doi: 10.5539/ijbm.v13n6p195
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